Motor and somatosensory abnormalities are significant etiological factors for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis.
In adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS), we explore the role of lateralized motor and somatosensory abnormalities as a possible etiological factor. Intraoperative transcranial electrical stimulation was performed in 15 AIS and 14 adult degenerative scoliosis (ADS) patients. Inter-side motor output balance (MOB) by comparing the ratios of right to left motor evoked potentials (MEP) amplitudes, and inter-side motor output excitability (MOE) computed with MEP amplitude, was determined separately for both patients groups. For somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEP), peak to peak P37 amplitudes from right and left lower limb SSEP and inter-side P37 amplitude ratios were obtained. Inter-side MOB was significantly asymmetric in AIS patients, contributed mainly by inter-side MOB changes in the upper than the lower limbs. Inter-side MOE comparisons of ipsilateral and contralateral MEP amplitudes were significantly different between AIS and ADS patients. Mean upper limb MEP amplitudes were significantly reduced in AIS patients. Amplitude of the right upper limb MEPs were positively correlated with inter-side MEP ratio. AIS patients show larger mean MEP amplitudes on the same side as the scoliotic curve. Overall, no correlation of Cobb's angle or total levels of scoliosis involvement with inter-side MOB and MOE parameters was found. Inter-side SSEP ratios were significantly higher in AIS patients. Primary dysfunctional and distributed motor output contributing to abnormalities of inter-side MOB and MOE changes involving the upper limbs is evident in AIS. Simultaneous but independent somatosensory and motor observations seen these patients suggest a central mechanism as an etiological factor.